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WHAT IS IT? KEYMACRO is a foreign exchange and stock market monitoring and research tool. Quickly
keep track of FX and stock market statistics and trends. WHY DO YOU NEED IT? There are numerous
reasons why you need Keymacro: - Access any data at all time via Internet connection; - Support of most

popular currencies; - Graphical presentation of currency and stock market analysis; - Ability to export data in
CSV files; - Compatible with all popular browsers; - Free access via the world-wide web; - Extensive

information on the company and its services, full transparency and the ability to freely add data; - Ability to
transfer data between Mac and Windows computers. WHAT'S NEW? NEW FEATURES in Keymacro Version
3: - The technology of Keymacro have been improved so that better and more reliable results will be obtained. -

New Currency Currencies list on main menu with 24 currencies supported. - Ability to control the Windows
taskbar; - Ability to start directly from the Windows taskbar and working keyboard; - Ability to connect to the

Internet from the Windows Taskbar; - Ability to easily access the Global and US stock markets; - Ability to
display currency and stock prices graphically; - Ability to create schedules, which allow you to schedule the

execution of any arbitrary function; - Ability to add in Keymacro new functions from sources from the Internet;
- Ability to take control of the Windows taskbar and minimize the program to the tray. - Ability to add

functions to Keymacro. - Ability to export and import data into spreadsheets; - Ability to export data in CSV
files; - Ability to import data from spreadsheets in CSV files; - Ability to perform technical analysis and get
information about the dynamics of the stock market, including changing trend lines; - Ability to get the latest
news on the market; - Ability to display detailed information on companies and services. - Ability to calculate

revenue of stocks, and other business information; - Ability to export and import data from the Mac to the
Windows computer; - Ability to view the exchange rate of all major currencies; - Ability to view the market

share of each company; - Ability to create trade plans for companies. - Ability to display a table of all
properties of company; - Ability to automatically export data to a spreadsheet; - Ability to find information

about individual stocks; 1d6a3396d6
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TradeMax International Standard Edition (2022)

TradeMax International Standard Edition is a reliable software dedicated to assist active investors and traders in
staying up to date with transactions, shares prices or increasing/decreasing trends on the stock market. The
software allows you to store and manage data received straight from your brokerage provider. Adjust your trade
strategy, prices and account balance TradeMax International Standard Edition is easy to use and enables you to
setup an extensive database of trade records. All you need to do is import the trade information you receive
from your broker, confirm the data online, adjust tax purposes and trades, then generate performance and
Schedule D reports. The software can organize your trading database into a tree structure, with nodes that you
can access by simply clicking on them. Updated information about companies or groups of companies can be
instantly downloaded from the Internet for the specified period. Graphs and charts can offer you a visual
balance of the price and trading trends over the analyzed period. Currency and international stocks monitor
TradeMax International Standard Edition allows you to keep a record of any company on the global stock
market. Moreover, it can instantly convert prices to or from non-USD currencies, based on the Forex exchange
rates. The software is capable of instantly generating gain/loss reports, Schedule D sheets, or short/long term
capital gain/loss evolution. You can monitor hundreds of accounts with TradeMax International Standard
Edition. You can analyze holdings status, baselines, finance data, daily account values, gain/loss charts, realized
gain/loss reports and IRS Schedule D sheet for each account. Moreover, you can mark important events/tasks
on the integrated calendar. Reliable stock market supervisor TradeMax International Standard Edition is a
comprehensive application, capable of acquiring the latest news, quotes and generating detailed reports about
companies on the stock market. You can easily monitor the state of your own trade, strategies, newest
transactions or price trends for companies on the global stock market. Moreover, you can view the exchange
rate for several currencies over the selected period. satisfied by Max on Sep 06, 2015 Yours is a very good and
well-structured program, with a good interface and a well-designed structure. Good point is that this program is
easy to understand and it will also be very helpful to those who are not familiar with financial markets and the
stock market. satisfied by Jon on Apr 03, 2015 I have been using TradeMax International Standard Edition for
over 2 years

What's New In?

TradeMax International Standard Edition is a reliable application that can help you manage your investments.
You can import data from your financial broker about any company on the stock market and obtain detailed
and analytical reports about a company or a group of companies. This useful tool allows you to organize your
data on a tree structure, with nodes that you can easily access. Updated information can be downloaded from
the Internet, instantly. The software can organize your trading database into a tree structure, with nodes that you
can access. The application lets you view the balance of your accounts, charts and graphs, gain/loss reports,
realized gain/loss, your investments, the currency conversion rate, and information about the company. It is easy
to use and allows you to set your trading strategy, prices, account balance, tax purposes, and adjust the data
about your trading history and trades. TradeMax International Standard Edition is a useful application, capable
of monitoring hundreds of accounts, baselines, status of holdings, finance data, etc. The application is designed
to be quick and easy to use. Key Features: - Import real-time data from your broker; - Ability to monitor
hundreds of accounts; - View detailed financial reports for each account; - Analyze and cross-reference data in
all accounts; - Export data to CSV files; - Run trading strategies; - Manage automatic adjustments for multiple
accounts; - Filter by company name, symbols, or country; - Manage multiple-currency accounts; - Save the
latest news on a local news-feed; - Automatically alerts you about important events/tasks on the integrated
calendar. Warning: This application is only compatible with Windows XP. It is a fully functional demo, with no
warranties of any kind. File History: v 1.0 - 2014-05-29 v 1.1 - 2015-03-08 v 1.2 - 2016-01-14 v 1.3 -
2016-02-15 v 1.4 - 2016-03-10 v 1.5 - 2016-04-15 v 1.6 - 2016-05-14 v 1.7 - 2016-06-12 v 1.8 - 2016-06-26 v
1.9 - 2016-07-06 v 1.10 - 2016-08-06 v 1.11 - 2016-09-09 v 1.12 - 2016-09-26 v 1.13 - 2016-10-25 v 1.14 -
2016-11-28 v 1.15 - 2016-12-20 v 1.16 - 2017-01-25 v 1.17 - 2017-03-12 v 1.18 - 2017-04-17 v 1.19 -
2017-06-13 v 1.20 - 2017-06-25 v 1.
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System Requirements:

* Supported OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit) * Processor: Intel Core i3, Core i5, Core i7 (4th generation) or
AMD equivalent (ATI Radeon HD 3650 or higher) * Memory: 4GB RAM * Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 3650
or higher * Hard Disk: 20GB of free space * Resolution: 1024 x 768 or 1280 x 720 * DirectX: Version 11 *
USB port: 1 * DirectX Debug: Disabled
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